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PETITION TO REOPEN AND SET ASIDE CONSENT ORDER

Sasol North America Inc. , fonnerly named Vista Chemical Company and

CONDEA Vista Company, hereby petitions the Federal Trade Commission (the "FTC"

to reopen and tenninate the above-captioned consent order, which became final on

November 13 , 1991 (the "Consent Order

Sumar

The paries entered into the Consent Order in June 1991 to settle

allegations by the staff of the FTC that the acquisition by RWE-DEA Aktiengesellschaft

, In March 2001 Sasol Limited, a corporation organized under the laws of South
Afrca, acquired from RWE the chemicals business of RWE-DEA, including all the
shares of CONDEA Vista Chemical Company (the renamed Vista Chemical Company),
as well as the shares of CONDEA Chemie GmbH and certain other foreign subsidiares.
In September 2001 CONDEA Vista Chemical Company was renamed Sasol North
America Inc. and CONDEA Chemie was renamed Sasol Gennany GmbH. For the sake
of convenience, Sasol North America Inc. and its predecessors-in-interest wil be referred
to hereinafter as "Sasol"



fU Mineraloel und Chemie ("RWE-DEA") of Vista Chemical Company ("Vista ) (the

Acquisition ) would substantially lessen competition in the market for High Purty

Alumina ("HP A"). 2 The main remedy mandated by the Consent Order was the

establishment of a new competitor in the HP A market, Discovery Aluminas, Inc.

Discovery ). The provisions of the Consent Order designed to achieve that result

included the following: (1) licenses to HP A technology owned by RWE-DEA and Vista

(2) assistance to Discovery to design, build and operate a plant that would produce HP A

and (3) an interim agreement to supply HP A to Discovery so that Discovery could begin

building customer relationships even before its plant began production.

As set forth in the anual compliance reports required by Section VII of

the Consent Order, RWE-DEA and Vista fully complied with their obligations under the

Consent Order to transfer technology, provide techncal assistance and supply HP A to

Discovery. The reporting obligations of Section VII tenninated by their tenns when the

Alumina Joint Venture was dissolved as of Januar 1 , 1998. The remaining anual

reporting obligations, contained in Section VIII of the Consent Order, tenninated in

2001.

As shown below, the strctue of the HP A market has changed

dramatically since the Consent Order was negotiated. Thee of Sasol's major customers

2 The Consent Order defines "High-Purty Alumina" as "all grades and types of
alumina produced or sold by Vista as of the date that ths Order is accepted by the
Commission for public comment." The purose of the Consent Order, as stated in
Section IV, was "to establish the Licensee as a viable competitor in the market for High-
Purity Alumia or similar alumnas, and to remedy the lessenig of competition resulting
from the Acquisition as alleged in the Commssion s complaint." (Emphasis added). For
the sake of brevity, in this petition we use the tenn "HPA" to mean "High-Purty Alumina
or similar aluminas." We include in the tenn "similar aluminas" aluminas that are
substitutable with High-Purity Alumina (as defined in the Consent Order).



have begu makng HP A for their own use and/or for sale to third paries. In addition

other suppliers have entered the HP A market, providing aluminas that substitute for and

displace demand for Sasol alumnas. Another important Sasol customer has reduced its

purchases of HP A as a result of shifting to an alternative catalyst material. These factors

along with declinig global sales of refinery catalysts, have forced Sasol to lower its

pnces.

The reduction of Sascl's prices canot , however, be attbuted to HP 

production by Discovery. When Discovery Aluminas was acquired by Alcoa Inc.

Alcoa ) in July 1995, it had not produced a single pound ofHP A for commercial sale.

Alcoa stared production at the Discovery plant in 1996 at the Port Allen, Louisiana, plant

constrcted using Sasol HP A technology. In March 1999 the Environmental Protection

Agency, Region 6 , shut down the plant for environmental violations. Since then, the Port

Allen plant has not produced any HP A. Despite efforts to re-star operations at the plant

the plant was decommissioned in April 200.1 and its environmental operating pennits

were canceled in September 2001.

Since 1999, the market for HP A has remained intensely competitive, with

Sasol's average price remaining below the level that prevailed before the Acquisition.

During the period the Discovery plant was in operation, Alcoa never paid any royalties to

Sasol , as it would have had to do if its HP A revenues had even covered the costs of goods

sold.

3 The license agreements provide for a royalty calculated as a percentage of "
Gross

Contrbution , defined as gross revenues less the cost of goods sold. As discussed below
in every royalty report Alcoa has stated that the Gross Contrbution was a loss and that no
royalties were owed.



These facts strongly support the view that the HP A market has behaved

and continues to behave, in a highy competitive fashion, without the production of

Discovery s Port Allen plant in the market. Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2.51 of the

FTC' s "Organzation, Procedures, Rules of Practice and Standards of Conduct" , the

changed conditions in the HP A market require that the Consent Order be set aside.

THE CONSENT ORDER SHOULD BE SET ASIDE BECAUSE IT IS NO LONGER NEEDED.

Since 1991 , the market for HP A has changed so that there is no longer a

need to maintain Discovery (or its successor) as a competitor in HP A. That conclusion 

based on the following facts, discussed in greater detail below. First, three major

customers of Sasol have integrated backward into HP A production, substantially

reducing, or threatening to reduce, their purchases from Sasol. The alumina produced by

these customers directly substitutes for Sasol's alumina. In addition, other suppliers of

HP A entered the market and now provide alumina supplies that substitute for and

displace the demand for Sasol aluminas. Second, at least one other Sasol customer has

substituted alumina from another supplier, reducing its purchases of HP A from Sasol.

Third, throughout the period since the Discover Port Allen plant first began production

the HP A market has behaved in a competitive fashion. Sasol's average price has fallen

and has stayed low as a result of competitive forces. Fourh and most tellngly, this

history of competition is independent of the Discovery plant. That plant operated for

only one year, durng which it made few sales, even at prices that apparently failed to

cover the cost ofthe alumina sold. In the four and a half years since the Discovery plant

was shut down for violation of environmental regulations, Sasol's average price has been

well below the levels set in 1989- 1991 , before the Acquisition. These facts demonstrate



that competition in HP A is vigorous without the Discovery Port Allen plant and that the

market does not need Discovery to maintain competition. We set first the background.

Background

The Consent Order, which became effective November 13 , 1991 , was

intended "to establish the Licensee as a viable competitor in the market for High-Purty

Alumina or similar aluminas, and to remedy the lessening of competition resulting from

the Acquisition as alleged in the Commission s complaint". (Consent Order, Section IV).

The Consent Order contained provisions "requiring the licensing of: (1) Certain RWE

production technology for high-purity alcohol process alumina; (2) certain Vista

production technology for high-purity alcohol process aluminas; and (3) certain Vista

processing technology for high-purity alcohol process aluminas. The licensed technology

includes both patent rights, trade secrets, and other company know-how . 4 See

Affidavit of JeffT. Fenton, dated November 21 2003 ("Fenton Aff.

), 

As set forth in the anual compliance reports to the FTC required by

Sections VII and VIII of the Consent Order, RWE fully complied with all the provisions

of the Consent Order. It granted the specified licenses to Discovery, and supplied HP A

to Discovery to enable it to begin marketing HP A and to faciltate its development of a

customer base.

4 Analysis to Aid Public Comment on the Provisionally Accepted Consent Order, 56
Fed. Reg. 28910, June 25 , 1991.



Discovery, which was granted the licenses in 1991 , began planng for the

constrction of an on-purose alumina plant at Port Allen, Louisiana.5 The alumna plant

was constrcted in 1995. Alcoa acquired Discovery in July 1995 and began production

in 1996. Sasol understands that it used a combination of CONDE A's "on-purose

technology (used at its plant in Brusbuettel , Gennany), as provided in the CONDEA

Technology package, and alumnum alkoxide hydrolysis, as provided in the Vista

Technology Package. Fenton Aff. , ~ 3. In 1998 the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency ("EP A ") and the Deparent of Justice began a criminal investigation of the Port

Allen alumina facility and found it to be in substantial non-compliance with

environmental regulations. The EPA shut the plant down at the end of March 1999.

Despite efforts to re-star operations at the plant, the plant has not produced HP A since

that time. The plant was decommssioned in April 2001 and its ynvironmental operating

pennits were canceled in September 2001. Fenton Aff. , ~ 4.

On September 3 , 2003 , Discovery notified Sasol that the Port Allen

facility had been sold to Southern Ionics Incorporated ("Southern Ionics ), a Mississippi

company with headquarers in Columbus, Mississippi, and, in that regard, that the Vista

and CONDEA License Agreements had been assigned to Southern Ionics. Because the

assignent had been made without Sasol' s consent having been obtained, as required by

section 8.2 of both License Agreements, Sasol notified Discover on September 18

2003 , that the License Agreements had tenninated. Fenton Aff. , ~ 5. Pursuant to Section

5 "On-purpose" here refers to a plant that is designed to produce HP A as its primar
product. Sasol's plant at Lake Charles, Louisiana, produces HP A as a by-product from
the Ziegler process, which is designed to produce linear alcohols as the primar product.



V ofthe Consent Order, the correspondence relatig to the tennination of these licenses

is attached as Exhibit 1 to the Fenton Affdavit.

Changes to the HP A Market since the Consent Order

1. New Producers and Increased Capacity of HP A.

Since the Consent Order became final, two of Sasol's alumina customers

have integrated backward into the production ofHP A, and one has signficantly

expanded its production capacity. The HP A produced by Sasol's customers can be

substituted for Sasol's HP A. Customers have done so , reducing their purchases from

Sasol, or in some cases have credibly threatened to do so, forcing Sasol to lower its prices

substantially. Fenton Aff. , ~ 6.

The two customers who integrated backward are Haldor Topsoe and

Engelhard Incorporated ("Engelhard"). Before the Port Allen facility began production

Haldor Topsoe, a long-time purchaser of Sasol's Lake Charles HP A , began production of

HP A in Denmark. Topsoe now ships some of its Dansh HP A production to its catalyst

production facilities in the United States. As a result of its backward integration, Topsoe

reduced its purchases ofHPA from LaRoche Aluminas ("LaRoche , now UOP), putting

further downward pressure on the price of HP A. Fenton Aff. , ~ 7.

In the 1991- 1992 period, Engelhard, another Sasol customer, acquired the

assets ofKatalistiks, a fluidized bed catalytic crackig catalyst maker in Savanah

Georgia. Engelhard converted par of that plant to manufactue HP A. Engelhard

subsequently sold the Katalistis plant to IFP , a French maker of catalysts, but retained

the assets used to manufactue HP A. Engelhard stil operates those assets, sellng much

of the output to Axens, the U.S. catalyst division ofIFP. Sasol also believes that Alcoa



markets HP A from that plant to the global market in competition with Sasol and UOP.

Fenton Aff. , ~ 8.

In the 1996-1997 period, Ako Filtrol integrated backwards into HP A

production at its fluidized bed catalytic cracking catalyst plant in Vernon, Californa.

During the period from star-up to 1998, Ako Filtrol replaced purchases of

:lpproximately 18 milion pounds per year of Sasol HP A with its own production. In

998 , faced with a substantial build-up of its HP A inventory, Sasol entered into a long-

tenn supply contract with Ako Filtrol at a "distress" price. That contract is scheduled to

expire in March 2004. If Sasol and Ako Filtrol do not reach agreement on a new

contract, Ako Filtro wil probably again produce suffcient HP A for its own use. Fenton

Aff. , ~9.

2. Competition from Other Suppliers of Alumina

At the time of the Consent Order, Johnson Matthey, a U.S. producer of

auto catalysts, purchased large volumes of calcined HP A from Sasol. As of today,

Johnson Matthey s purchases of calcined HP A from Sasol have largely been replaced by

purchases of calcined HP A supplied by W. R. Grace ("Grace ). That option apparently

was either not technologically feasible or not economically attractive at the time the

Consent Order was entered into, as Johnson Mattey was not using signficant quantities

of Grace s alumna at that time. Fenton Aff. , ~ 10.

In June 1999, LaRoche sold its Baton Rouge alumina production facility

to UOP. Before that sale, LaRoche had fonned a joint venture (named "CriLar ) with

Criterion Catalyst, the largest producer ofhydrodesulfuzation catalyst, for 50% of the

output of the Baton Rouge facility. Criterion Catalyst was already backward integrated



into aluminas, with its principal production site in Michigan City, Indiana. In April 2003

it was reported that Criterion intends to divest its share of the CriLar joint venture

suggesting that Criterion does not need the alumina from this facility and that it believes

it can obtain any additional alumina it needs from the HP A market at competitive prices.

Fenton Aff. , ~ 11.

On April 25 , 2003 , TOR Minerals in Corpus Chrsti, Texas, anounced

that it had received an order for approximately 4 000 000 pounds ofHP A manufactued

in its Netherlands plant to be supplied to a manufactuer of petroleum and emssion

control catalysts, which Sasol believes to be Engelhard. The press release anounced

that, upon completion of contract negotiations with the customer for this alumina, it wil

build a new facilty in Corpus Chrsti to supply the customer with 6 000 000 to

000 000 pounds per year ofHP A that wil compete with Sasol aluminas. Fenton Aff.

~ 12.

Another supplier ofHPA to he global merchant market that was not

viable in 1991 is Nabaltec, located in Schwandorf, Gennany. It is Sasol's understanding

that the Nabaltec alumnas are used in signficant quantities in fluidized bed catalytic

cracking catalysts produced in the United States in direct competition with Sasol

aluminas. Fenton Aff. , ~ 13.

Finally, production ofHP A has recently become available from Chia.

Details on supply capacities for the products from Shandong Aluminum are not available.

However, Shandong is advertising that its aluminas are available worldwide. Fenton

Aff. , ~ 14.



3. Experience in the HP A market confinns that it is competitive without competition
from Discoverv.

Two mai points confinn that the HP A market has behaved in a

competitive fashion without any competition from Discovery. First, although the average

price ofHP A sold by Sasol vared over the period from 1991 to 2003 . the overall average

was less than it was in the two years before the Acquisition. Indeed, i.1 the four years

since the EP A closed the Discovery plant, the average price realized b .' Sasol in three 

those years has been below the average for the whole period and substantially below the

average prices realized in the period from June 1991 to June 1999. Only in Sasol's most

recent fiscal year has its average price approximated the average for the entire period.

That history shows that competition in HP A continues to discipline prices. Fenton Aft:

, ~

15.

Second, it canot be plausibly argued that the discipline on Sasol's prices

was attrbutable to Discovery plant. That plant apparently produced HP A for sale for

only about 15 months. Moreover, it is hard to identify any effect that sales from the

Discovery plant might have had on Sasol's prices , even though the Discovery HP A was

apparently being sold at prices that did not even cover its cost of goods sold. Fenton

Aff. , ~ 16. That fact is consistent with prices being at competitive levels when the

Discovery plant began production. The history of Sasol's HP A prices following the

6 Sasol does not know exactly when the plant began to produce HP A for sale. The
fist royalty report it received from Alcoa was for the first quarer of 1998. The EP 
closed the Port Allen plant down at the end of March 1999. Using those two dates results
in the 15 month estimate in the text.

7 Pursuant to the license agreements, Alcoa sent quarerly royalty statements to Sasol
covering the period from the first quarer of 1998 through the fourt quarter of 2000. In
each statement Alcoa represented that the Gross Contrbution (defined as gross revenues
less cost of goods sold) was a loss and that no royalties were owed.



shutdown of the Discovery plant confinns that that plant is not needed to maintain

competition in the market.



Conclusion

Because of the strctual changes in the HP A market and the competitive

behavior of that market, behavior that as a matter of simple logic canot be attbutable to

the Discovery plant, there is no longer a need for the remedy contained in the Consent

Order. Accordingly, Sasol's petition to reopen and set aside the Consent Order should be

granted.

Respectfully submitted

CRA V ATH, SWAINE & MOORE LLP

By:

Attorneys for Petitioner
Sasol Nort America Inc.

November 24 2003



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRAE COMMISSION

In the Matter of

ALPHA ACQUISITION CORPORATION
a corporation;

RWE-DEA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
FUR MINERALOEL UN CHIMIE
a corporation;

RWE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
a corporation; and

VISTA CHEMICAL COMPANY
a corporation

STATE OF TEXAS 

CITY OF HOUSTON)

File No. 911-0040

AFFIDAVIT OF
JEFF T. FENTON

JEFF T. FENTON, pursuant to 28 U. C. 1746 , declares:

1. I hold the position of Business Manager -- North America: Inorganic

Specialties at Sasol Nort America Inc. ("Sasol"). I submit ths affdavit in support of

Sasol's Petition to Reopen and Set Aside Consent Order. I have held my curent position

or similar positions, since 1991. 1 I have profit and loss responsibility for the marketing

of the high-purty alumina ("HPA") produced at Sasol's Ziegler alcohol and alumina

production facility at Lake Charles, Louisiana. As par of my responsibilities , I had

1 I joined Vista Chemical Company in July 1984. As explained in the Petition
(footnote 1), Vista Chemical Company was subsequently renamed CONDEA Vista
Chemical Company in 1996, which in tu was renamed Sasol Nort America Inc. in
2001.



contacts with Discovery Aluminas, Inc. ("Discovery ), during the period Discover was

planng and constrcting its alumina production facility at Port Allen, Texas.

Discoverv Alumnas. Inc.

2. Pursuant to the Consent Order that became final on November 13

1991 (the "Consent Order ), Sasol and its Gennan affliate granted to Discovery a license

for (1) certain RWE production technology for high-purity alcohol process alumina, an

on-purose alumina production technology (the "CONDEA Technology Package ; (2)

certain Vista production technology for high-purity alcohol process aluminas; and (3)

certain Vista processing technology for high-purity alcohol process aluminas (I refer to

these latter two as the "Vista Technology Package ). Pursuant to the Consent Order and

the Parership Agreement, Vista also supplied HP A to Discovery to enable it to begin

marketing HP A and to facilitate its development of a customer base.

3. Discovery began planng for the constrction of an on-purose

alumina plant at Port Allen, Louisiana. The alumina plant was constrcted in 1995.

Alcoa Inc. ("Alcoa ) acquired Discovery in July 1995 and began production in 1996.

Sasol understands that the plant used a combination of CONDEA' s "on-purose

technology (used at its plant in Brusbuettel, Gennany), as provided in the CONDEA

Technology Package, and aluminum alkoxide hydrolysis, as provided in the Vista

Technology Package.

2 "On-purose" here refers to a plant that is designed to produce HP A as its primar
product. Sasol's plant at Lake Charles , Louisiana, produces HP A as a co-product from
the Ziegler process, which is designed to produce linear alcohols as the larger volume
product.



4. In 1998 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and the

Deparent of Justice began a criminal investigation of the Port Allen aluma facility

and found it to be in substantial non-compliance with environmental regulations. The

EP A shut the plant down at the end of March 1999. Despite efforts to re-star operations

at the plant, the plant has not produced HP A since that time. The plant was

decommissioned in April 2001 and its environmental pennits to operate were canceled in

September 2001.

5. On September 3 2003 , Discovery notified Sasol that the Port Allen

facility had been sold to Southern Ionics Incorporated ("Southern Ionics ), a Mississippi

company with headquarers in Columbus, Mississippi, and, in that regard, that the Vista

and CONDEA License Agreements had been assigned to Southern Ionics. Because the

assignent had been made without Sasol's consent having been obtained , as required by

section 8.2 of both License Agreements, Sasol notified Discovery on September 18

2003 , that the License Agreements had tenninated. The correspondence relating to the

tennination of these licenses is attached as Exhibit 1 to this affdavit.

Changes in the HP A Market since the Consent Order

6. Since the Consent Order became final, two of Sasol's alumna

customers have integrated backward into the production of HP A, and one has

significantly expanded its production capacity. The HPA produced by Sasol' s customers

can be substituted for Sasol's HP A. Customers have done so, reducing their purchases

from Sasol, or in some cases have credibly threatened to do so, forcing Sasol to lower its

prices substantially.



7. The two customers who integrated backward are Haldor Topsoe and

Engelhard Incorporated ("Engelhard"). Before the Port Allen facility began production

Haldor Topsoe, a long-time purchaser of Sasol's Lake Charles HP A, began production of

HP A in Denmark. Topsoe now ships some of its Dansh HP A production to its catalyst

production facilities in the United States. As a result of its backward integration, I

understand that Topsoe reduced its purchases of HP A from LaRoche Aluminas

LaRoche , now UOP).

8. In the 1991-1992 period, Engelhard, another Sasol customer, acquired

the assets ofKatalistiks, a fluidized bed catalytic crackig catalyst maker in Savanah

Georgia. Engelhard converted part of that plant to manufactue HP A. Engelhard

subsequently sold the Katalistiks plant to IFP, a French maker of catalysts, but retained

the assets used to manufactue HP A. Engelhard stil operates those assets, selling much

of the output to Axens, the U.S. catalyst division ofIFP. It is my understanding that

Alcoa markets HP A from that plant to the global market in competition with Sasol and

UOP.

9. In the 1996- 1997 period, Ako Filtrol integrated backwards into HP A

production at its fluidized bed catalytic cracking catalyst plant in Vernon, California.

During the perod from star-up to 1998, Ako Filtrol replaced purchases of

approximately 18 millon pounds per year of Sasol HP A with its own production. 

1998 , faced with a substantial build-up of its HP A inventory, Sasol entered into a long-

teri supply contract with Ako Filtrol at a "distress" price. The history of Ako Filtrol's

purchases of alumina from Sasol from July 1 , 1993 , to June 30, 2003 , is shown in Exhbit

2. That contract is scheduled to expire in March 2004. If Sasol and Ako Filtrol do not



reach agreement on a new contract, I expect that Ako Filtro wil probably again produce

sufficient HP A for its own use.

10. At the time of the Consent Order, Johnson Matthey, a U.S. producer

of automobile and chemical catalysts, purchased large volumes of calcined HP A from

Sasol. As of today, Johnson Matthey s purchases of calcined HP A from Sasol have

largely been replaced by purchases of calcined alumina supplied by W. R. Grace. At the

time the Consent Order was entered into, Johnson Mattey was not using signficant

quantities of Grace s aluminas.

11. In June 1999, LaRoche sold its Baton Rouge alumina production

facility to UOP (see Exhibit 3). Before that sale, LaRoche had fonned a joint ventue

(named "CriLar ) with Criterion Catalyst, the largest U.S. producer of

hydrodesulfurization catalysts, for 50% of the output of the Baton Rouge facility. The

CriLar aluminas substitute for and displace demand for Sasol aluminas. Criterion

Catalyst was already backward integrated into aluminas, with its principal production site

in Michigan City, Indiana. In April 2003 , it was reported that Criterion intends to divest

its share of the CriLar joint ventue (see Exhbit 4).

12. On April 25 , 2003 , TOR Minerals in Corpus Chrsti, Texas

anounced that it had received an order for approximately 4 000 000 pounds of HP A

manufactued in its Netherlands plant to be supplied to a manufactuer of petroleum and

emission control catalysts, which I believe is Engelhard. The press release anounced

that, upon completion of contract negotiations with the customer for this alumina, it wil

build a new facility in Corpus Chrsti to supply the customer with 6 000 000 to



000 000 pounds per year of HP A that wil compete with Sasol aluminas. (See Exhbit

5).

13. Another supplier of HP A to the global merchant market that is viable

today that was not viable in 1991 is Nabaltec, located in Schwandorf, Gerany. I

understand that the Nabaltec aluminas are used in signficant quantities in fluidized bed

catalytic cracking catalysts in direct competition with Sasol aluminas. (See Exhbit 6.

14. HP A has recently become available from China. Details on supply

capacities for the products from Shandong Aluminum are not available; however

Shandong is advertising that its aluminas are available worldwide. (See Exhbit 7.

Experience in the HP A market with and without competition from
Discovery

15. As shown in Exhbit 8, the average price ofHP A sold by Sasol has

vared over the period from 1991 to 2003. Over that period, the average price (or

netback) received by Sasol was less than it was in the two years before the Acquisition.

In the four years since the EP A closed the Discovery plant, the average price realized by

Sasol in thee of those years has been below the average for the whole period and

substantially below the average prices realized in the period from June 1991 to June

1999. Only in Sasol's most recent fiscal year has its average price approximated the

average for the entire perod.

16. Simply as a matter of logic, the price history shown in Exhbit 5

canot be explained by the alumina output of the Discovery plant at Port Allen. That

plant apparently produced HP A for sale for only about 15 months. Moreover, it is hard

3 I do not know exactly when the plant began to produce HP A for sale. The first
royalty report Sasol received from Alcoa was for the first quarer of 1998. The EP 



to identify any effect that sales from the Discovery plant might have had on Sasol's prices

during that period of operation, even though the Discovery HP A was apparently being

sold at prices that did not even cover its cost of goods sold.

c:kJ
Business Manager--North America:
Inorganc Specialties

-:'1
November 2003

closed the Port Allen plant down at the end of March 1999. Using those two dates results
in the 15 month estimate in the text.

4 Pursuant to the license agreements, Alcoa sent quarerly royalty statements to Sasol
coverig the period from the first quarer of 1998 through the fourh quarter of 2000. In
each statement Alcoa represented that the Gross Contrbution (defied as gross revenues
less cost of goods sold) was a loss and that no royalties were owed. I have attached the
royalty statements as Exhbit 9.
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UOP LLC . 25 East Algonquin Road . Des Plaines. Illnois 60017-5017 . Tel:
847.391.2000 . Fax: 847.391.2253

News Release

Contact: Sue Zillman

847 391-2682 ez1m uop.com
June 3 , 1999

For Immediate Release

DOP Acquires Aluminas Business from
LaRoche Industries

Des Plaies II. USA - UOP LLC anounced today that it ha acquired LaRoche Industries
alumas business for an undisclosed S1m. The purchase includes the Baton Rouge, LA,
manufacturig facilty the fu alumina product Jine includig LaRoche propriet
Venal"" alumina-s, and LaRoche s 50% inteest in the CRJARjoint ventue with Criteon
Catalyst CoroparY LP.

ve signcatly enhance our specialty alumnas products and producton processes
over the past 10 years, and ths business will prOvide an excelent complement to UOP'
cuent adsorbent and catalyst offerings, " said Bud Ingals, president and chief executive
offcer of LaRoche Industres. "For LaRoche, the sale is consistent with ou strategy to
increase our presence in our pricjpal markets of nitrogen and electrochemical product. 

Ths transacton combines LaRoche s stengts as a manufacer of specialty alumnas
with UOP' sadsorbent application knowledge, worldwide mareting presence and techncal

. servce capabilties, " said York Doer, vice president of UOP's adsorbents busiess. "
fuer broaden UOP's capabHities as a supplier of .separation-based solutions. to its
customers and in addition, the Versalline expands UOP' s role as a supplier of catalyst base
material to manufactrers of automotive, chemcal and refning catalysts. 

The business unit employs appro:xmataly 120 people, the majority of whom ar located 
the Baton Rouge site. Key business and marketig personne11ocated at LaRoche s Atlanta
headquarrswiU be offered positions at UOP's headquars in Des Plaines, IL.

The Baton Rouge facity will be UOP' six plant engaged in the producton of adsorbents
and related products. Other UOP adsoxbent manufactg plants are located in Mobile,
Alab a; Reggio Calabria, Italy; and Leverkusen, Geany, and joint ventue plants are in
Shanghai , China. and Yokkaichi, Japan.

Founded in 1986, LaRoche Industres Inc. is a worldwide producer and distrbutor of
nitrogen-based, chlor-alali, and fluorocarbon chemical products, with facilties located
across the United States, Germany and France.

htt://uop.coroabout uop/press releaes/0603 99 _laroch.htm 10/21/2003
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UOP LLC, headquartered in Des Plaies Ilois USA, is a leading interati onal supplier
and licensor of process technology, adsorbents, cataysts, process plants, and technical
serices to the petroleum refIning, petochemcal and gas processing industres.

# # #

http://uop.com/about uop/press releases/060399 1aroch.html 10/21/2003
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DuPont and Monsanto Sign Com Technology Deal

DuPont, and its subsidiary Pioneer Hi-Bred Ihternationallnc. and Monsanto Company have agreed to
a worldwide ncensing agreement regarding Monsanto s recently approved YieldGard Rootworm
insect-protected corn technology. Under the deal, Pioneer wil receive a royalty-bearing license to
Monsanto s YieldGard Rootworm com technology while Monsanto wil receive royalties and certain
other payments from DuPont. YieldGard Rootorm corn technology recently received registrtion from
the Environmental Protection Agency, allowing for the commercialization this plahting season of the
first biotech corn to control the com rootworm pest.

Cririon Restructures Its Global Businesses

CRllnternational, withit$ Houston based $ub$idiaryCriterion Catalysts and Technologies LP, will
restructure its portolio to further shift its focus toward high performance catalysts and related
technologies. Criterion plans to divest its catalyst regeneration services businesses in Lafayette, La.
and Singapore, as well as its position in its CRI-lA joint venture with UOP LLC. The venture consists
of an alumina plant in Baton Rouge, La. Crierion will also mothball some of the catalyst capacity at its
manufacturing site in Azusa, Calif.

Sino pee Beijing Yanhua Plans Joint Ventures

Sinopec Beijing Yanhua Petrochemioal Company, a unit of China Petroleum and Chemical Company,
is reportedly in talks with three international chemical companies about the possibirty of forming joint
ventures in China. Xu Hongxing, general manager of Sinopec Beijing Yanhua, is reported to have said
the company is in discussion with Bayer AG about a rubber chemicals joint venture and is also
supposedly talking to DSM NV ahd Mitsubishi Chemical.

Clorox Sheds Its Brazilan Insecticides Business

As part of an effort to boost profitabilty in Latin America, Clorox Company has sold its Brazilian
insectcides busines, SSP, to Reokitt Benckiser. Tenn of the cIeal, which includes trademark
inventory, product formulatiohs and registrations, were not disclosed. Clorox , which announced 
intention to sell the business in October, acquired the businessih 1995. The company s business in
Brazil, including SSP, accounts for about 1 percent of it total revenues. Clorox is still pursuing efforts
to shed its remaining Bralian bu ;jnesses, including Super Globo and Clorisol bleaches and X-14 and
Fluss cleahers.

Sales Growth Boost RPM Thil" Quarter Earnings

Specialt coatings manufactrer RPM Ihtemationallnc. reports increased fiscal third quarter net
income of $4.9 milion , up 49 percent from last year's net income of $3.3 milion. Net sales of $433.
millon increased 6 percent compared to $407.5 millon last year. The reported sales increase stems
from the company s industrial segment sales, which grew 11 percent, mainly frm the continued
strength of service sales.

Bayer and GSK Settle Medicaid Dispute fot $345 Millon

htt lIww.chemcalmarketreporter.comiomeIefaut.asp?type=2&liArtcleID.= 194094 10/21/2003
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Bayer Corp. and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) PLC ha"e reached settlements with the US Departent of
Justice on charges they overcharged Medicaid on prescription drugs such as Bayer's Cipro antibiotic.
Under the agreement, Bayer wil pay $257 milion to settle the allegations and GSK will pay $88

. milion. The combined settlement of $345 milion represents the largest ever for Medicaid fraud. As
part of the settlement, Bayer has agreed to plead guilt to a single count under the Prescription Drug
Marketing Act and pay around $5.5 millon in penaltes.

2003 Reed Business Information. All rights reselVeci.
Printed: Tuesday, 21 October 2003

http://w.chemcalmaretrporter.comomelefault.asp?type=2&liArcleID= 194094 10/21/2003
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\f For Imediate Release

TORNURAS TIRNATIONAL ANOUNCES
LAGE ORDER FOR TRSmON ALUMAS

CORPUS CHRSTI, TX APRI 2003 - TOR Mierals International

(NASDAQ TORM, anouced today, without disclosing fiancial
implications, that it had received an order, to be filled in 2003 , for
approriately four milion pounds of a trsition aluma caled Boehmite
which TOR CUently manufacturers in its Netherlands plant Richard
Bowers President and CE, said that the buyer was a manufact of
petroleum and environmenta catalysts and that TOR was in the process of
negotiating a multi-year contract for the sale of Boehmite to that company
with a mium anual requirement in excess of six millon pounds and
potential of over 10 miion pouds. Mr. Bowers said that upon the
conclusion of a long-teIm purchase contract, TOR would build a facilty to
produce Boehmte at its Corpus Chrsti, Texas complex.

Based in Corpus Chrsti, Texa, TOR Minerals manufacters pigments in
Corpus Chrsti Malaysia and The Neterlands which are marketed

worldwide.

This sttement includes forward-looki infonnation as that tenn is defied
in the Private Securities LitigatioD Reform Act of 1995, and, therefore, is
subject to cert risks and uncertnties. There can be no assurance that the
actal results, business coditions busjness developments, losses and
contingencies and local and foreign factors will not differ materially from
those suggested in the forward-looki sttements as a result of varous
factors, includig market conditions, general economic conditions, including
the risks of a general business slow down or recession, the increasing cost of
energy, raw materials and tabor, competition, advances in technology and
other factors.

Furter InfonIation Contact:

Richard L. Bowers, President and CEO
361/883 5591 Ext 47

htt://ww.tormerals.com/release 043003 htm 10/2112003
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In 1995, Nabaltec GmbH acquired the long-established Nabwerk in Schwandorf, a town
situated in the State of Bavaria in Germany. Founded in 1936 by VAW aluminium AG as
a production centre for aluminium oxide, Nabaltec GmbH - today an independent
medium-sized company - produces high-grade special products based on aluminium
hydroxide. The product range has been developed to meet the customers requirements.
This has given the company a strong market position world-wide, evidenced by an
export-share of more than 65% of sales.
The certification in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14001 demonstrates the importance of
environment protection in all divisions of our company.

APYRAL G - our trade-mark for hydroxides - is used as environment-friendly and non-
toxic flame-retardant filler. The plastic, rubber and cable industries appreciate the out-
standing performance characteristics and cost effectiveness of APYRAL 8, which has

been
optimized for a wide range of applications.
APYRAL 12 has a decisive effect in the fire development stage, i.e. its chemically bonded
water is released before an open fire breaks out. APYRAL 8 is halogen-free, produces

no toxic gases and ensures a notable reduction of the flue gas density.

APYMAG is an economically and technically optimized halogen-free flame-retardant
filler for thermoplastic applications. Its decisive advantage is the unique combination of
magnesium hydroxide and aluminium hydroxide constituents , applyable up to 30Q"
processing temperatures.

PAPYRAL 
t8 meets the high standards of opacity, gloss, smoothness and whiteness for

fillers used in high-quality applicaions within the paper industry.

Boehmite is a newly developed raw material for the plastic industry and serves to
improve the effciency of aluminium hydroxide and magnesium hydroxide used as flame
retardant fillers and also as a functional componentfor the catalyst industry.

ACllLOX$ are transition aluminium oxides and pseudoboehmites for use in the fields of
highly specialized products in the refractory- and catalyst-industry and for the
improvement for special papers.

Calcined alumina oxide
NABALOX is a superior raw material indispensable in technical ceramics, the

refractory industry and in the polishing products industry. , A variety of specific production
techniques allow the combination of diferent properties. As a result, Nabaltec can
produce materials, which are tailored to customars' individual processing requirements.

Ceramic Bodies with an AI203 content of 92% to 99% enable our customers to optimize
the ra: materials for their specific applications whilst ensuring a uniform quality grade
and high economic effciency.

With SYMULOXEi, its SyntheticSintered Mullte, Nabaltec offers a superior product for

htt://ww.nabaltec.de!seiten e/iroa htm 10/21/2003
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the refractory industr. This product minimizes mineralogical variations of natural raw
materials and guarantees excellent thermal shock resistance.

TABOX/S is a high-density sintered tabular alumina. Because of its high density, low
porosity as well as its high thermal and mechanical resistance TABOXI8 is used in the
refractory industry, but a(so in the catalysis and in filter technology.

Continuous development in close cooperation with customers opens up new fields of
application for our products. The technical support to our customers and the direct
inclusion of new aspects into the program of our development department makes
Nabaltec a competent partner to meet future requirements. Our combined know-how of
raw materials and processing ensures the customers of a constant, high quality of
products, which are tailored to their respective applications.

Aluminium oxide and aluminium hydroxide are ever present in the human environment.
Many articles madefrom Nabaltec products fOI1 an integral part of our modern life. For
example , glassware melted with aluminium oxide, flatware polished with alumina and
porcelain containing aluminium oxides are found on every well-laid table.

Nabaltec raw-materials are also used for bioceramics, by the construction-, refractory-
and electronic industry. In many plastics applications good flame retardant properties
have become state-of-the-art in many fields.

htt://ww.nabaltec. de/seiten e/m a - e.htm 10/21/2003
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